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Summary

The following note, prepared for the National Advisory

Committee for Aeronautics, contains several remarks on the

possible improvement of the experimental determination of the

aerodynamic properties of wing sections. It shows how errors -

of obsemation can subsequently be partially eliminated, and

how the computation of the maxima or minima of aerodynamic

characteristics can be mch improved.

Special attention is given to the use of indices for clas- ——..

sifying the aerodynamic properties of wing sections. The mer- ●

4
its and disadvantages of such indices now in use are discussed,

and a method for the determination of a new kind of indices

is “given.

Introduction

The practical value of a wing section depends on the suit-

ability of its shape for structural design and on its aerody-

namic properties. These latter

namic stability of the section,

have reference to the aerody-

that is chiefly the location
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and the travel of its center of pressure, and to the perform-

ancee, or otherwise expressed, to the magnitude of the lift and

the drag at various angles of attack.

This note deals chiefly with the aerodynamic properties

of wing sections having reference to the performance only,

and hence refers to an incomplete and very specialized portion’

of the whole question. Nevertheless, it aims at a broader

point of view than do

subject:

It is not always,

namic properties of a

most papers written previously on this

gu~ficiently realized that the aerody-

wing are influenced by K-Y considera-

tions besides the wing section. I will at once dismiss the

case where there are so many different cross-sections at dif-

ferent points that the wing cannot be said to have ‘lone”wing

section. Such wings are rare and of no practical interest

at present. But even if the wing section does not vary much

along the span, the performance also depends on other dimen-

sions of the wing, The importance of the aspect ratio has

become widely known. The shape of the plan form, more espec- ..

ially of the wing tips, may have an important influence on

the maximum lift obtainable under certain conditions. There

is, furthermore, the washout of the wings, also with a mrked

influence on the lift and drag. The most pronounced changes

of the performance characteristics occur when several airfoils

with a certain wing section are put together to form a biplane

or triplane cellule. It then requires much e~erience to draw.
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reliable conclusions“from the aerodynamic properties of the

monoplane as to those of the multilane with the same wing sec-

tion, ati there always remains some u:~certaintyabout it.

Our knowledge about aerodynamic properties of wing sec-

tions is still largely bas~ on experience @ on e~eriments; .

the progress of the theory relating to this subject refers

chiefly to the intcrp~etation of the results from such tests

and to their correct application to pzactical problems. The

e.xperimcntalmethods involve en additional 8ource of uncertain-

ties about the actual properties of wing sections. The tests

are mostly made with small models, and although much has been

written, comparatively little is lmown about the “scale effect.1’

There sometimes arises the question whether, under these
*

circumstances, the aerodynamic investigations of wing sections
.

per se is of any practical value at all. The discussion has

made it clear that no information regarding the aerodynamic

properties of wing sections can be complete; ~hat we know about

wi-ngsis not strictly an exact science. Has then this incom-

plete information a parallel in other branches of technics,

or otherwise expressed, is the uncertainty involved in the

general in$ormati.onabolltthe aerodynamic properties of wing

sections detrimental to its practical use, or not? Xn W

opinion it is not. On the oontrary, the information, imper-

fect as it necessarily is, is still of the highest practical

use, and most other physical data used in other branches Jof...>-
●

J

.
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technics are as imperfect and are still highly useful. Most

other technical branches are older and

has forgotten the imperfectness of the

are employed without scruples, because

proven satisfactory by their results.

very young branch of technics, and not

the present generation .

methods used. They
,

the methods have been

Aeronaut+.csis still a

even its fundamental

conceptions ~ave become generally known. What wonder, if

there is a superabundance of talk about

which will have been forgotten once the

put into extensive use.

little difficulties,

methods have been

Limiting the investigation of a wing section to one con-

dition only constitutes an enormous simplification, and this

one condition is a substitute for a thousand or more condi–

tions of practical importance, not investi~ted for want of

time. In the same way, any ttile of aerodynamic<characteristics

of a wiqg section or any curve plotted as illustration of such

table is %Iierepresentative of a hundred or a thousand similar

ones, omitted for want of time to preparo them and to study

them.

When realizing this, many a reader WY more patiently

take in view every portion of such a table or of such a curve.

A whole t~ble or an entire curve is not easily grasped, but

then one curve for a wing section stands for a thousand of

its kind, and it required great pains to arrive at so simple
. a description of the aerodynamic properties of a wing section,

● requiring the contemplation of one single curve onlY” This

.-.
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iS really scant information. If a long and careful investiga-

tion has led to a new wing section of partic~arlY Promising ._

properties, it is to be recommended that such a section be in-

vestigated ,underdifferent conditions. It means over–toing .—.—

research work to measure each wing section under more than ,r--

one condition but it is entirely legitimate, practical and

sound to devote a large series of tests to the investigation

of the aerodynamic properties of special wing sections which —

seem to be particularly promising and of practical importance~

The Determination of the Aerodynamic

Aside from the limitation to one test,

●

stand~d conditions only, the investigation

Properties=

under one set of

of a wing section --—

● has to face the imperfections of the wind tunnel methods.

(a) The walls or boundaries of the air flow interfeze with

the creation of the flow pattern; (b) The ~ir flow is never

entirely parallel and of constant speed; it contains irreWlar-

iiies which may not even remain unchanged during long inter- _

vals Of tiine. (c) The fastenin~, comect ing the model with _=

the balance or balances, interfere likewise with the creation

of the undisturbed flow pattern. These imperfections are not

serious in themselves, but pzcvent the conditions from ap-

proaching the standard conditions, represented by a rectangu-

lar unwarped wing of aspect ratio 1 : 6 in an unobstructed .-
*

and unlimited air flow of uniform velocity. The obstructions

.
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are different in different wind tiii~els or even with different

tests in the same wind tunnel .a~dtherefore mke direct com-

parisonsof the results unsuitable. However, every airplane

wing is surrounded by struts, by the fuselage tid by other

structural parts and a fastened wihg mch better imitates

the actual conditions than would an airfoil being held in

place without any fastening members. Little differences of -,

the flow structure likewise impair the standard conditions,
.

but neither is the motion of an airplane quite steady, nor is

the atmos--herefree from gusts and other motions. The wall

interferences are not serious and are uniform for different

tests.

Wind txmnel.work is further difficult on account of par-*

t.icularitiespertaining to the information desired. The aero-
“

dynamic properties are not always steady functions of the con–

Ciitions,more specially of theangle of attack. They are

sometimes wen ambigwus; the drag, for instance, may have

more than one value under the same set of conditions. The

plotted curves show accordingly sudden breaks or even gaps,

and in the latter cases several branches of the curves may

overlap each other. When such properties of a wing section

become evident from a test, they should ‘benoted and taken

down as such. The wins section is then found to have irregu–

lar aerodynamic characteristics under the condition tested,

* and very probably also under similar conditions. Under such

—

*

,
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similar conditions, however, the details of the irregularities

may differ widely, the break shifts to another angle, or the

gap becomes smaller OT larger. When such irregularities are

observed, the investi=%tor should reaenber that he makes one

measurement to take the place of a hundred or of a thousand

measurements, as discussed above. He is only interested in

those properties common to all practical conditions, not in

those alone for the one set of conditions selected as a char-

acteristic one. It seems to me to be a waste of time to study

syste~tioally and with each new wing section any details of

the irregularity which may never occur in the same quantita–

tiireway in actual flight. The investigator should keep his

thoughts under control as is done in statistics, and he.

should learn to separate the facts merely observed in one
.

case from those characteristics of t~.esection in general.

This requires skillfulness, but tha. the engineer is not a

mere mathematician, but an artist as well, and “art” m%n~

originally l’skill.~’

In most cases, and over considerable portions of the

range tested, the aerodynamic properties of wing sections sre.

steady. The immediate object is then their determination for

the conditions tested as accurately as can be done. The in-

vestigators should take unusual pains in waking the latter ;

determination as accurate as possible in order to make up

. partly at least for the imperfections of the method. Strange —

●
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to say, instead of doing that, the inaccuracies involved in the

method load the investigators often into the temptation to be

careless in the exact measurement of the air forces. It can

also often be ob~erved that wind tunnel engineers invent their

instruments and methods, instead of designing them as engi- .-

neers do by making use of experiences in other lines of rcsoarch.

Conspicuous examples are the balances used in wind tunnels.

AS a rule, they are different in -ch wind t~nnel, and what is

more surprising, the construction details are different too,

and even clifferent on the same balance. Now the construction

of balances is as old a= the oldest civilization. Modern bal-

ances ‘havebeen developed so that they are more exact than
●

most other instruments, and to capacities largely surpassing .

.
those needed in wind tunnels. A medium priced chemical bal-

ance measures up to 100 g say, to an exactness of 1/10050 of

a gram, that is, up to 1/1000000 of its capacity. Other bal-

ances allow weighing loaded railroad cars. The same relative

exactness for weighing air forces in a wind tunnel would re-

quire taking readings exact to 1/10 of a gram, as an aver:ge.

This.is often neglected. Some wind tunnel balances, measur–

ing only a few kilograms> have an error of a full gram or

more. It is true that the’combination of several balances in–

troduces certain errors, but still the balances should be sen-

sitive enough so”that any error arising from the weighing as
.

such be entirely negligible.

●
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It is known that experimental errors tailbe partly elim-

inated by first increasing the number of observations and by

subsequatly judiciously smoothing out and averaging up the

results. The proctiure consists in the end in eliminating

by the u~e of the calculus of probability, errors that arc dis-

tributed according to mere probability. It is not necessary

for the present pu~ose to go into anything like full detail.

It has chiefly to be emphasized that only those portions of

readings that Pie steady, when there are no breaks or “%ps in --

the curves, can be treated in the way now described. The pro-

cedure is largely simplified if one variable is changed by

equal steps. Large modern tunnels give results which are ...

worthy of increasing the original exactness by such statistie-
●

al methods. The variable density wind tunnel of the National
.

Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, for instance, is free

from scale effect, and the theory of wing sections has been

brought to such perfection that the general character of the

results can be anticipated. The exact details are the object

of the tests. For these reasons, I would recommend to measu~e

the air forces at equal intervals of the angle of attack and ._

at smaller ones tlum ‘ma hitherto been done. The interval

could be 2°, l~” or 1°, md the last interval seems by no

means too small.

Suppose now the drag to be regular, and at certain angles,

. al, q,amo.o ~ with constant intervals am - o& = 1°,
1

●

✌✎
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% let the drr~ measured be Dl, Da, etc. ‘ ‘

It is required to determine a value WI , corresponding

to an angle ~, from all values b, in such a way that this

value is improved and is probably noro exact than the original

am.

There are very mny rules for the solution of this proble~l. J

Practically all of them are of the t~ype

Dxt = ctoDx + al(Dx-l +- DX+2 )+... (1)

fwhere the a% p%itive and subject to the condition

a~+2(a1+~ ....o..~)=l.
.,

This latter condition is necessary to obtain D.ml= ~ from

(1) in case that all D’s arc equal.#

Mr. Ugo Broggi (Reference 1) has recnntly proposed to use
.

the convenient formula .

which is a special caac of

In this equation, the

of i> (c E 1) have to be

oqmtion (l).
(2)

number of terms used and the value

Cieterrninsdfrom general considera-

tions. I,would think it sufficient to consider n = 3 , that

is, the value of the drag at six adjacent points. The choice

of c depends on the relative importance of the improvement

to the original value. I would think that 7/8 of the observed
.

value should be accepted for the drag and 1/8 left for correc-

b
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x tion, making c = 150

The formula would th’~ r=~d “’

12

+ Dx+i) + & (DX-2D!x=
+ DX+2) -I-:mx + * (%-l

-+

The relation between the lift

L (’Dx-. +Dx+-. )]
3150

(3)

and the angle of attack is nearer

to a linear one, ar.d E=7 maY be more proper for the lift

or moment. Then

~ ( Lx.a + Lx+3 ) 1
+ 294

(4)

.+ The method can further be improved by first separating

the profile drag coefficient.freinthe observed drag coeffici–,

ent by deducting the induced drag coefficient

CL (aspect:ratio)Cui=- ,Tr. ‘ , i.e.,

—

Such deduction leaves a more constant drag, rmking it easier

to smooth out the errozs. Moreover, the study of the profile

drag cGcfficient is the aim of most investigators.

Formula. (2) or (3) can and should likewise be employed

for increasing the exactness of characteristics other than the

drag, such as the lift and the resultant inoment,provided that.

A
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the observed values change uniformly.

Classifying the Aerodynamic Properties of Wing Sections

I have tried to explain in the introduction that one stand-

ard test with a wing section is really the representative of

many hundred tests a’ndthat likewise the results stand for many

hundred sets of such results. It is customary to illustrate

the results by plots, and it has become prevalent in most

countries to plot coefficients of the air forces rather than —

the forces themselves, more particularly to plot the lift

coefficient against the drag coefficient. The curve thus ob-

tained
a

of t-he

* of the

is called a polar curve or lift curve.

angle of attack is usually inserted at

curve by writing in its magnitude, not

The magnitude

several points

by plotting it. .

That saves inserting a second curve, which would make the dia-

gram lCSS c~~ar and lCSS impressive to the eye and mind. The

parabola of the induc~tidrag is usually drawn in. This parab-

ola runs close to the :mlar curve and hence assists in impres-

sing to the eye of the observer the latterls exact shape and .

~ocation.

Although in publications the lift is usually not plotted

against the angle of attack, it is recommended that the inves- ..

tig=tor make such a plot for his own benefit, and get better

acquainted with the relation between the lift and the angle of
.

attack,
●
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The polar curve constitutes & kind of summary or average

of a vast number of d~ta condensed into one impressive curve;

and its development required weny years. And yet experience

shows that t~is simplification has not yet been carried far

enough. There is a demand for sonething more condensed, more

impressive and more easy to memorize than any curve cen he.

This can only be a figure or a set of figures. Accordingly,

and chiefly in thi~ c~untry, there are nany different quanti-

ties proposed for characterizing polar curves. Not satisfied

that a thousand curves are condensed iritcone curve, the public

wants this one curve,

a wing section, to be

A It is known that

and by it all the aerodynamic merits of

hldic?!.td by one or a few figures.

of two wing sections, one may be superior

to the other for a certain type of airplanes and the other see- -_
●

tion may be superior to the first one for another type. Hence,

it cannot “Desaid :enezally that one of the two sections is

superior to the otkr or.c. This exclucieGthe possibility of

arranging all wing sechlcns according to their merit, and of

finding index numbers for wing sections indicating by their

magnitude the relative uerits of the wing section, .
.

Hence any index figures, however found, can only formally

classify the aerodynamic properties of wing sections. This

classification can be done in nany ways and accordingly very

many iii:fercntkinds of classifying index fi-wres have been

● proposed and ‘havebeen used in the past. They again can be

* arranged in several classes. It can be said of all of them,
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●

that they give quick, although somewhat superficial information

about the aerodynamic properties’of wing sections, and about

small differences between such properties. In that respect

they save time. They al.eosave thought, but thinking should

not be saved. There is always the danger that the classifica-

tion indices are mistaken for an index of the merit of the

wing section.

using several

Let us take a
●

Thi~ disadvantage can be largely diminished by

kind~ of classification indices at the same time.

glance at the several kinds of indices devised.

The Different Kinds of Classifying Indices

A great number of classifying indices used in the past

are the maxima or the ainima of
.

Before proceeding to them,
.

remarks on the determination of

some aerodynamic coefficient.

it is pertinent to make some

such a maximum or minimum

quantity of a functim ~t.ichhas been measured at certain in-.

tervals only. ~.ie:~~alsmay be equal.TF.e?.-& Suppose the meas-

ured quantity y tc “OSplotted against the variable (as for

instance, the angle of attack) that was varied when measuring’

Y“ Suppose further, the points so obtained to be comected —..—

by a curve representing the value of Y at each Point x-

Then there are two min reasons why the largest value of Y

measured is not the maximum of y in the interval investi-

gated: (1) .421measurements contain errors of observation;

●
and (2) the maxim& is probably situated between two points

P

-.
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x at which y was measured, and hence the maximum is larger

(and the minimum is smaller) than the largest or smallest ——

value of y measured.

To deterininethe maximum (or minimum) it will be suffici-

ent to take into account the point x where the largest

( smallest) value of y has been measured, together with the

two adjacent points. For those three points, the observation

errors should be diminished by means of a formula of the type

~f equation (1), say by the use of equation (3) or (4). In

this way, three improved values Yl, Yz, and YS at the points

xl> x=, and X3, are obtained. It is apposed at present that

X2 - xl = X3 - X2 and that Y2, is larger (or smaller) than

An i~roved value for the maximun
.

termined by ~eplacing the y curve in

of y can now be de-

the interval xl - X3 .

by a parabola, having the same ordimtes

as the original y curve. The equation

would be

at xi, %, and %

of this parabola

‘3‘y (x-+ +
2(3:1+Y3– Zy=) (x - X2)2

Y’ Y2 + ~ -x; {% - X1)2
(5)

as can easily be verified by inserting in turn x = xl,%

x= X*, x = X3, antiby making use of the relations

x3 - xl =2(x2-x1)=2(&- X2). The position of the mx-

imum will be found ky differentiating equation (5) with re-

spect to (x - x,)#
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yx + y~ - 2Y~
0’=Y3– Y1 +4.

X1)2

Inserting (7) in (5) gives the maxim

17

(x - X2) (6)

= i (Y,-Y1) (X-@Q
- z (yl +Y3 -2Y2)

(7)

(or minimum)

Y =Y2–~
(Y= - Y,) “

max +1 (% - Y.)2 =
4 yl+y=–2yz ~Y1+Y3-2Y2

●

Formula (8) for the =i~ or mini~m contains the largest
●

(or smllest ) y observed, and in ad~ition, the two adjscent

values of y.

The maxim or minima used for classifying the aerodynamic

properties of wing sections are (1) the maximum lift coeffic-

ient, (2) the maximum L/D ratio for the aspect ratio 1:6,

(3) the minimm drag coefficient for the aspect ratio 1:6, -.

(“4)the r~tio. maximum lift coefficient for the aspect ratio
minimum drag coefficient

1:6.
.. ..

There are, furtilernore,in use the maximum or minimum of

more general combinations of the lift coefficient and of the “
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drag coefficient, in the,form
.

.

more specially

and similar ones.

I consider as

18

equally eligible for use the same expres-

sions derived for infinite aspect ratio, that is, the same

expressions in which the drag coefficients ~ derived from

a standard test has been replaced by the coefficient of pro- —

file drag

.

%-
●

CL2 a8ped raftio
= cDmn

.
The aspect ratio 6 is nearer to the actual aspect ratio but

classifying the sections for this aspect ratio 1 : 6 in-

volves the danger that the designer does not give full atten-

tion to the aspect ratio, but uses the classifying indices

directly rather than the coefficients referring to the actual

aspect ratio of his.wings. The drag coefficients for infinite

aspect zatio are also much less variable than those for the

aspect ratio 1 : 6, and the induced drag being eliminated,

they give much clearer information about the effect of the

wing-section alone.
?
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It =st, however, be said in favor of the aspect ratio

1:6, that the results are Cirectly obtained for this aspect
●

ratio, t,hatmany designers are accustomed to fibmres with

1: 6 and that there is a large amount of literature about

wings of 1 : 6 ratio.

There is another point that should be considered before

deciding on,the use of certain coefficients for practice, and

‘~eforeselecting their maximum or minimum as a classification.

The drag of the entire airplane is approximately the sum of

the wiri~&-ag and of the parasite drag of the re~ining Parts _ . .

of the airplane. Hence a coefficient like L/D, for instance,

for the wings is not equal to the same coefficient for the

4 airplane, since D is the drag of the wings and not the drag . .

of the airplane. Now, it is comparatively easy to compute
●

the coefficient for the airplane from t~e coefficient of the -

wings in the special case that the drag is contained as a Gi– __’

rect factor in the coefficient, for instance, D/L, not L/D.

For then

D/L (airplane)

This is the reason why the use

.—

is more convenient than the use of

*

6D2

.
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The consideration of tms point is imPortant when making the . .“

decision about which classification indices should be used, if

anya

The maximum lift coefficient is of

importance and its use as a classifying

partictilerpractical

index would easily

~ggest itself. There is, however, this difficulty, that its

magnitude is mch affected by secondary conditions, and by

the imperfections of the wind t-cl methods~ wny wing see-

tions,

wit-nin

of its

ent or

furthermore, have no maximum of the lift coefficient

the flying range of the angle of attack. If, in view

great practical importance, the Wximn lift coeffici-

expressions derived therefrom would be used as classi-

. fying index, the method of determining should be improved by

● varying the coi~ditionunder which it is determined, and on

the other hand, by specifying more closely what shall be un–

derstood under ‘[maximumlift coefficient.’l

The point just dis&ssed is of great importance for the

discussion of the sooond class of classifying indices, now in

‘use. Not the maxima or minima of the coefficients nentioned

before, but their vr.luesat certain fractions of the maximum

lift cocfiicicnt are used. That is sound in itself, but it

requires tho exact knowledge of the maximum lift coefficient,

and this knowledge-is generally lacking. The classifying in-

diccsof the “latterkind are probably less valuable for com-
+

parison of different wing sections than the kind formerly dis-

●
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would be obtained by choosing the val-

ues of certain coefficients at specified values of the lift

coefficient. This, however, does not give a good comparison

for judging the practical usefulness of the section. In all

cases, the observation errors should be eliminated as far as

possible.

The superiority of the maximm coefficients was founded

on the easier way of determining their value; the superiority

of the values of fractions of
C%x

lies in their direct

application to practical problems. It is.desirable to CO*

bine those advantages. Such”improved indices could be ob- “

tained by averaging the values of certain coefficients in the
.

neighborhood of certain fractions of the maximum lift coeffic-

ients, %%&so that the values nearer this specified C!L= n

would be given a larger ‘Iweight[[in the summation.

In this way variations of the exact magnitude of the max-

imum lift coefficient would not result in serious changes of’

the classifying indices. Such summation can be done in very

different ways, Formla ”(2) can be used for this end, giving

c ,a smaller value than for mere elimination of the observa-

tion errors, for in~ance, ~ = 2 or c= 3.

.,
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Conclusion

22

The progress of heavier-than-air craft design is closely

interlined with the improved determination of the aerody-

namic properties of wing sectiqns and with a most intelligent

presentation of this information to the airplane designer.

The use of classifying indices is helpful in the latter re-

spect, but it is really helpful only if these indices are

judiciously chosen and precisely determined.
.
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